
Accessibility Rooms: 352 and 452, Club Classic Rooms

    External:
             -   The distance from designated parking bays to the hotel is only  

30 meters.

-  There is a ramp with adequate width en route to the hotel entrance from 

the designated parking bay.

Main Entrance:

             -   The main entrance doors feature easy to use pull handles.

-  There is 24-hour attendance at the main entrance to provide  

constant assistance

Reception:

             -     The reception is of adequate height and width at 1200mm x 1500mm.

            -     There is unobstructed, clear space in front of the check-in counter.

Access ways to passages-internal:

             -   The height of the emergency equipment, switches and controls in the 

passages are located between 800mm and 1200mm off the floor. 

Lifts:

             -   The lifts offer adequate dimensions for an unobstructed approach and 

features automated floors.

Restaurants and Bars:

             - All restaurants and bars feature pull handles on the doors. 

- There are unobstructed widths between fittings and furniture.

- Staff is readily available to offer assistance to guests. 

- There are 4 on site pools, which are not accessible without assistance.

Bedrooms:

             -   The peephole of the front door is at a height of 1120mm.

-  The door frame at the entrance of the room is 920mm inside of  

the frame.

-    There is a clear, opening width of the doors.

- There is a clear, unobstructed space in front of the doors.

-  The rooms have accessible widths between the walls, features, furniture 

and fittings.

             - There is unobstructed space to turn adjacent to the bed.

-  The size of all access space to furniture and fittings is  

900mm x 1200mm. 

-  The size of the the firm, King size bed is between  

450mm to 500mm in height

-  The height of the light switches and controls are  

easily accessible.

             -   Remote controlled TV 

             -   Bedside telephone 

- Desk and tables have a clear space of 760mm below the work surface.

- Cupboard door handle height: 800mm.

 

Bathrooms:

             - The bathrooms feature a fixed, slip resistant floor.

-  The size of the clear, unobstructed space in front of the door is  

1100m x 1500mm

- There is a mirror above the basin.

- There is a telephone next to the toilet.

Shower:

-  The shower features a 1400mm x 400mm fold down shower seat set at a 

height between 450mm and 500mm.

-  The shower features a lever action shower mixer and a hand shower on 

an adjustable rail.

WC pan:

- There is a transfer width of 800mm between the sides of the pan.

-  The centre line of the toilet is not more than 480mm from the wall to the 

opposite transfer space.

- The WC seat is at a height of 450mm.

-  There is a craned grab bar within 800mm above the floor finish.

-  Toilet paper holder within easy reach.


